Enhancing intra-cognitive communication between engineering designers and operators: A case study in the laser welding industry
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Abstract— In manufacturing, metal parts can be joined using a laser as a welding tool, i.e. laser welding. Despite huge amount of research over the years, the process is neither sufficiently understood nor mathematically predictable. This study aims to holistically analyze the knowledge management issues occurring in laser welding. Emerging from observations and semi-structured interviews from industry and academy, the complexity and the criticalities of the process as well as the current knowledge transfers is explained and analyzed, using a knowledge lifecycle framework as a reference. Besides enhanced awareness of the limiting issues, information and knowledge visualization, e.g. knowledge maps, is identified as a key for progress in the community. The Matrix Flow Chart is suggested as an alternative descaled map of process changes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial manufacturing processes (e.g. generating/casting, separating, forming, joining and departing) deals with transforming raw materials into finished goods. Poor product properties from improper manufacturing can cause significant economic losses as well as product failures. Therefore, it is crucial to be able to control every aspect of the manufacturing process and thus the resulting product quality. In light of this, the fundamental processes of manufacturing are steadily becoming more knowledge-based [1]. This includes using knowledge to optimize processes, as well as capturing and transferring it to other areas where it can be used to advantage.

Any manufacturing process is essentially an Input/Output (I/O) system. The input parameters cause, during the interaction with material, a determined physical process that result in geometrical and physical output properties of the product. From a knowledge perspective, any result from a study, experiment or production can be I/O-data points, which contain information that can enable optimization of the process.

Laser welding – the joining of two parts by melting and re-solidifying their edges with a high-power laser beam – is a high potential/high risk technology compared to many conventional welding techniques.

Among several welding techniques (e.g., friction stir welding, TIG, MIG/MAG, plasma), laser welding offers great depths of weld penetration at high welding speeds that results in strong welds at a high production rate, which makes it preferred both economically and from a quality perspective. However, it is also a high-risk technology both due to its high investment costs (typically 0.2 – 2 million Euro) and the difficulty to balance and control a process with many heterogeneous and intertwined variables.

The welding process can be treated as an I/O system where, through processing, a certain input parameters cause a certain output [2, 3, 4]; see Figure 1(a). These mechanisms take place in complex geometrical conditions, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Despite considerable research efforts since the 1980’s, it is neither sufficiently understood [5, 6], nor completely measurable [7] or mathematically predictable [8, 9, 10]. Each experiment and production operation is yet another I/O data point.

The process of laser welding in manufacturing is very complex and involves many input and output parameters that are combined in a non-linear manner. To achieve good quality welds and thus a stable process, case-specific parameters must be set and tuned. There are certain parameter regions where the process is stable, however these regions are difficult to transfer to neighboring situations. This is partly due to process complexity, but also due to poor knowledge capturing and sharing. There is a problem of finding both scientific and applied knowledge about laser welding [2, 11, 12]. Engineers and operators must therefore constantly “re-invent the wheel”.

What is needed is to better understand and eventually improve the knowledge capture, transfer and reuse in the intra-cognitive infocommunication [13] that occurs between the engineer or operator, who discovers and records the knowledge, and the person who needs to apply it in the next process. The medium of communication and documentation is presently inferior relative the needs of the actors.

The objective of this paper is to (i) investigate current approaches for knowledge capture, (ii) problematize the knowledge transfer process, and (iii) to elaborate on how to address the knowledge transfer challenges.
II. RESEARCH APPROACH

The authors have adopted a qualitative research methodology, with an inductive reasoning, having its starting position in real industrial cases. Data were collected by means of observation of work methodology in laser welding. Observations have been conducted both in laboratories and in industrial settings.

In addition, the authors have conducted structured and semi-structured interviews with researchers and engineers from both academic and industrial environments. Further, discussions with users and stakeholders (e.g., engineers, operators, and managers) in industry, as well as academic experts, were a major source of information for this study. Finally, literature reviews as well as analysis of various documentations and publications in the area have served as an important complementary source of information.

III. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

A central objective of this study is how to capture tacit knowledge and how to turn the huge amount of data and information (produced via case studies and experiments) into systematic useful knowledge for the laser welding community. A leading technology manager at one of the leading expert groups in welding, The Welding Institute (TWI, Cambridge, UK) made the following comment:

"We even changed the catchphrase at our letter paper, to emphasize to our customers that knowledge is our core business – just we still are searching for strong solutions for how to manage it best."

Support tools for knowledge management are not universally applicable [14], but their usefulness depends on context and the stage of the knowledge. However, they are often presented in an undifferentiated way.

IV. KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION IN LASER WELDING

Once specified, a defined output (i.e., product quality) of the process must be achieved by choosing a suitable input (e.g., system parameters, work piece conditions, and tolerances). This knowledge either directly exists or must be generated, which is expensive.

Successfully reusing knowledge from one welding case to another is hindered by difficulties of in understanding the conditions of when two cases are "similar" (in the same parameter window) and discerning case-specific and generic knowledge elements (i.e. information captured out...
of context). When developing high-quality welding operations, experience is an important element.

When engineers develop a new weld operation, they limit the choice of parameters to the preferred and manageable ones. This leaves the rest as uncertainties, as it is unclear how these parameters mutually affect each other. Even when considering only the 20 most obvious parameters, it is unfeasible to systematically test all possible combinations, as the tests are too time consuming and expensive. Some root-cause relationships may be well known, but the majority remains unknown.

In addition, there are also uncontrollable variables, such as absorption rates, laser beam power stability, scattering of the beam in the vapor plane, and machine movement accuracy. Even if all parameters are controlled and stable, they still behave in a non-linear manner.

To find parameter windows with acceptable quality, the most common approaches are either analytical trial-by-error or design of experiments. The disadvantage of the first method is that it does not generate so much valuable data, whereas the second enables to interpolate mathematically between isolated studies, if there are monotonic trends. However, they are only locally valid, and thus unsatisfactory, for laser welding.

Multivariate analysis, such as parallel coordinates, is an interesting approach, but due to the lack of complete datasets [18].

Except for a few theoretical studies, all research is case studies, which are documented by describing conditions, parameters and results. This generates large quantities of reports and publications, which are difficult to generalize beyond the specific case. Additionally, only a select part is analyzed deeper and illustrated or formalized. The rest (which is the most) of the results remain stored in an unstructured manner or are even deleted [19]. Apart from finding the relevant knowledge at all, another issue is to find the relevant information when it is needed. There is potential in putting efforts in structuring the tacit knowledge and codifying the codifiable tacit knowledge, but the benefits are currently outweighed by the high costs compared to other visible investment possibilities and therefore has low investment priority [4].

V. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

In order to extract the requirements for a solution, able to better support knowledge codification and exchange, the knowledge management process of laser welding cases has been analysed using a knowledge lifecycle framework.

A. Generate and Use

When studying a new welding case, searching for similar situations, best practices or guidelines is time consuming and may not render useful for the case at hand.

New knowledge is mainly generated from conducting experiments, despite being expensive, time consuming and difficult to setup.

Knowledge management activities are, therefore, mostly case driven, where neither broad mapping nor generalization is conducted [20, 21, 22].

Finding 1: There is a need for methods and tools that improves visualization and interpolation of case study results.

B. Access and Share

The scarce existing knowledge and information is stored in a multitude of different formats (e.g., reports, journals, notes) and systems, which often are difficult to access.

Also, the study has shown that much knowledge is exchanged by word-of-mouth, which implies that people need to know who to address with a problem. Methods and tools allowing users to locate the right experts are needed.

Finding 2: Methods and tools are needed to support users in classifying the knowledge they possess – in a way so that others can reuse it. This includes being able to position new knowledge elements relative to pre-existing knowledge elements.

Finding 3: Methods and tools are needed to access knowledge owners within and across organizations.

C. Store

Predefined boundaries and storage constraints of the medium limits the way results can be expressed, thus leading to omission of details. What is captured is often governed by ingrained rules and standards based on conventions in databases, reports and journals.

To move towards generalization of results, there is a need for a system that is more flexible in structure and content. Stakeholders need to be able to interact and attach knowledge elements, such as comments (e.g., recommendations and pitfalls), ratings, illustrations and other extensions.

Finding 4: Methods and tools that are more customizable and “media rich” [23] are needed to store contextual information useful for generalization.

D. Identify and Capture

The study has shown that a challenge is how to capture the unstructured, tacit knowledge of experts. As one engineer at Trumpf AG (the world’s largest high-power laser manufacturer) says:

“We have developed a comprehensive database and successfully use design-of-experiments for interpolation, but it only works in certain areas known by an expert, thus we need this accompanying tacit knowledge.”

From an industrial perspective, a major problem is the documentation of lessons learned related to operation execution. A series of data points might contain useful information (e.g., trends) for other data points (e.g., how to suppress a specific defect). This information, and the range of validity, is not trivial to extract, and is thus a result of a long learning-by-doing process. It is ingrained in experience and rarely formalized and shared with others.

The authors have also observed that personal interaction and verbal (informal) communication is believed to be a faster and more reliable way to gather needed information.
However, this approach is limited in the sense that finding the right expert can be difficult.

**Finding 5:** Methods and tools are needed lower the threshold for capturing tacit and unstructured knowledge in the laser welding process, as well as the rational and lessons learned acquired during planning, testing and execution.

## VI. MATRIX FLOW CHARTS

As a remedy for the findings in the previous section, the authors suggest a pioneer approach that is under development [24], the Matrix Flow Charts (MFC) (see Figure 4). The intention is to record and display knowledge at a level of abstraction that matches the issues in the laser welding process. The MFC visualizes qualitative parameter trends from laser welding experiments instead of the traditional way of listing their numerical data relations.

To read the chart, start from the titles above the vertical lines (i.e., input parameters), follow the vertical lines down to an intersection with a black dot, which depicts that there is a correlation at this pint with the output that is at the end of the corresponding horizontal line (i.e., result). Reversed, by identifying a certain output, the MFC makes it possible to backtrack the welding process up to its inputs and then to identify the proper actions to cope with the problem. To suppress the defect, change the corresponding parameter into a state free from the defect. For instance, increasing the inclination angle or the welding speed can eliminate undercut or root sagging. Both parameters have defects in one state, but not in the other.

The aim is that the MFC should be as “lightweight” as possible. Detailed information is not disclosed in this representation, because the idea is to support many different applications and parameters regimes. Specific parameter values change with every new case, but trends captured in the MFC may still be valid and patterns of trends could be detected by these means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect MFC</th>
<th>Welding parameters</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Full penetration</td>
<td>Welding speed (FP)</td>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offset (y)</td>
<td>Undercut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal position</td>
<td>Lack of fission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclination angle</td>
<td>Lack of penetration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Root sagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Root cavity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. The developed solution approach called the Matrix Flow Chart, MFC.](image)

The MFC displays correlations between input parameters and outputs in a single environment. Further development of the method is to embed and connect different (and, to some extent, non conventional) knowledge sources to the knowledge base, so that existing documentation, notes or pictures can be attached to each intersection point and be accessed by experts to clarify and explain the I/O-relation.

The main benefits of the approach relate both to the possibility of lowering the threshold for capturing essential information of the laser welding operations, and of enhancing the capability to overview the knowledge base, as a means to make easier for experts to decide if to look for additional information on existing lessons learned or to go for a new case study.

## VII. DISCUSSION

Laser welding, in spite of its high level of automation, is an activity still treated, to a large extent, as a skill or a craft, mainly because of the complex relationship between input properties and output effects (and defects). Such knowledge and skills, however, mostly remains tacit and hidden across the organization, resulting in situations where knowledge is not reused when designing a new case study. Several problems have been identified while analysing the knowledge sharing process with the aid of the knowledge lifecycle framework. The existing knowledge support tools perform poorly and most knowledge remain tacit or scattered across various notes.

There is a need for systematic collection (mapping) of data and information, along with generalization and limits for each rule in order to facilitate the search navigation through it.

The MFC, which has been presented in this paper, can be seen as a communication device (see Figure 5) and will therefore enable and improve the intra-cognitive information-communications between two actors [13]. Essentially it will work as an interface between them to overcome the challenges both in terms of communicating and sharing knowledge.

![Figure 5. Using the MFC to enhance intra-cognitive communication, adapted from [13].](image)
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has holistically explored the reasons for the poor knowledge sharing performances in laser welding in the manufacturing domain, identifying several critical issues at different phases of the knowledge lifecycle.

In spite of the huge amount of knowledge resources available, large reinvention efforts takes place, due to several intertwined factors. Industry often prefers case studies, generating isolated data-points, while the desired transferable knowledge is hardly generated, as requiring long-term basic research. The formulation of trends and categories by capturing tacit knowledge and by identifying trends from the case studies would be a solution.

In terms of documenting, there is a need for an approach that is easy to work with and not so cumbersome, possibly sacrificing extensive detail for an improved overview of the whole knowledge base. In addition to this, there is also a need to capture the tacit knowledge of the experts and make use of verbal knowledge sharing.

The paper has presented the MFC as an approach as an aid to gather knowledge elements in a visual map. There might be might potential in further expanding the scope of the approach close links to media rich information and knowledge sources, e.g. lessons learned.
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